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About us
Experience

Structuralia is is an online graduate school specialized in 
engineering, architecture, new technologies and digital 
transformation, with the strong conviction that continuous 
quality training is vital for the professional development of 
engineers and architects.

Structuralia was founded in 2001, and since then, has 
established partnerships and signed agreements with 
prestigious universities, thanks to which, more than 115.000 
students (mostly engineers) have had access to high-quality 
training with high-level an internationally recognized 
experts in their own disciplines. In addition, over 35.000 
engineers, from 300 different companies, have access to 
high education programs every year through our lifelong 
learning service (Pharos).
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More about 
Structuralia

We are passionate about knowledge and its dissemination. 
We are driven by personal development.

DOCUMENTARY ON 
ROMAN ENGINEERING.
CO-PRODUCED BY RTVE

AWARDS TO PROFESSIONAL 
EXCELLENCE

AWARDS “EL SUPLEMENTO” 
(THE SUPLEMENT)

2018 AWARDS TO
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEMore than 40 awards in 

international festivals, and 
more than 2,5 million viewers

- European gold medal 
2016
- Gold star to academic 
merit 2018

Training Category
2020

Based on the appraisal 
from 15.000 users about 

quality, professors, 
academic model, etc.         

Our aim is to offer the best service to STEM 
professionals.
And it shows….  
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ACADEMY MASTER´S DEGREES 
Higher education 

We offer online highly specialized graduate programs 
(English / Spanish),  constantly updated by our experts, and 
focused on current business needs
            

Cutting-edge areas

Architecture, building and urban planning and development

Industry, energy and environment 

Civil engineering and transport

Financing and management

Smart infrastructures

Digital transformation and industry 4.0

Applications, software and methodologies

Data Science and Security
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Partners

Universities

Organizations and institutions
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PHAROS is Structuralia’s corporate lifelong learning service 
for businesses, a continuous training online platform designed 
to adapt to the needs of each company. It offers a limitless 
course catalogue, with no limits on the number of students, and 
unlimited tutoring. It works on a flat-fee basis to offer the best 
online specialized technical education.

PHAROS
Corporate training

Business Look & Feel

Continuous content update

Tutoring from experts

Real time statistics control board 

+ 600 

Sector-specialized courses

+ 5000
Multimedia content, videos and interactive methods 

+ 4000 

Files available for consultation and download
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Client
companies
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IKLOX is a lifelong learning service aimed at students, 
professionals and other groups of interest seeking to access 
technical information through short and specialized online 
training courses they can compete at their own pace. 

More than 500 specialized courses

50 new courses every year

A strong consultation tool

The courses can be recognized as subjects for Structuralia’s Master’s Degrees* 

 *Check on conditions         

IKLOX
Short term technical courses 

Course Catalogue
Airports

Smart Cities

Building

Engineering
Urban planning

Electric 
Energy

 Project
Management

  Quality

Roads

Railways

Environment

Ports

Mining

Transport

Oil&Gas

Big data
Finances

BIM
Drones

Languages

Water
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Testimonials

Marta Cortiguera

Jorge de San José  

Sandra del Toro

Shavelle Regina Vassell

Carmelo Spiccia

Manasé Laguerre

 International Master’s Degree 
in Oil & Gas Business and 

Engineering
(Spain)  HHRR Manager INECO

 HHRR Management.
OHL Training Department 

Master’s Degree in Natural 
Disaster Risk Management and 

Climate Change
(Jamaica)

Master BIM in Civil Engineering
(Italy)  

Master’s degree in road construction, 
exploitation, and maintenance

(Haiti)

“What I like the most is how well I can 

organize and accommodate my time. I 

connect and study at my own pace.”

“When everything gets more difficult, 

that is when Structuralia professional 

step in and give their best to offer 

accurate, reliable and high-quality 

education.”

“PHAROS facilitates personalized 

training and motivates students to pursue 

a continuous education. This is crucial to 

become excellent professionals.”

“. I will use the expertise, knowledge, 

and skills I gain during my time at 

Structuralia to contribute to the 

sustainable development of Jamaica.”

“From my experience with 
Structuralia, I would highlight the 

way professors explain each topic 
in depth and that most of them 

have specific training in the area 
of the master’s degree. 

“This training has really helped me develop in 

my professional area; the program has been 

great!  What I have liked the most is their 

response time, and how fast they can answer 

any questions, and their willingness to assist the 

students.”
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7Contact
HQ & Branches

Structuralia España
Av. de la Industria 4, Edificio 0 - Planta 2
Alcobendas (28108) Madrid
Telf: (+34) 914 904 200

Structuralia México
Calle Leo 14. Jardines de Satelite
53129 Nauclapan de Juarez. México
Telf: (+52) 558 526 2736

Structuralia Colombia
Calle 99 # 10-19 piso 4, Bogotá
Telf: (+571) 580 0218

Structuralia Perú
Av. Manuel Olguín 501, of. 602, Módulo 1.
Distrito de Santiago de Surco, Provincia de Lima, 
Departamento de Lima
Telf: (+51) 1 640 9412

Structuralia Centroamérica
Edificio Kolosal Tower, Calle 66-Este
Corregimiento San Francisco. Panamá
Telf: (+507) 833 9939

Structuralia Chile
La Reforma #90 Block #23 Dpto. #502
Ciudad Santiago Comuna Maipu
Región Metropolitana
Telf: (+56) 232 109 592.

Structuralia Puerto Rico
Condominio Gallery Plaza,
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Telf: (+1) 787 280 9025

Whatsapp: (Spain) +34 644 751 721
Whatsapp: (Latam) +57 320 768 2906

info@structuralia.com
capacitacionlatam@structuralia.com
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www.structuralia.com

https://www.structuralia.com/
https://es-es.facebook.com/structuralia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAhvnFGSPdu6Y3Hj60RaT_w
https://www.linkedin.com/school/structuralia/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/structuraliaoficial/?hl=es
https://twitter.com/structuralia?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

